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La Fenice
The Phoenix (rising from the ashes)

F

rench songstress Edith Piaf could easily be
imagined sauntering through the iron doors
of this magnificent European style villa on
Atlanta’s famed Peachtree Battle Avenue,
and she would feel right at home. This house
is the total creation of artist, sculptor and
fashion designer June Ray and her adoring husband. Piaf’s
languid tones filled the home, which on this perfect early
autumn day had nearly all of its floor to ceiling French doors
open revealing the beautiful surrounding gardens.
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In redesigning this home, June followed no rules of
traditional design but, just as any truly creative soul, followed
her vision and inspiration incorporating Italian, French and
Spanish influences. The architectural elements throughout
are splendid without being overly opulent; the color palette is
perfection. And, for the few hours Southern Seasons Magazine
visited, it seemed like we were in the heart of a historic district
in early nineteenth century Europe.
It was surprising to learn that the home was just recently
rebuilt from the ground up following a devastating electrical
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The Rays have named the
back gardens of the home
“The Garden of Good and
As Good As it Gets”

top: Lydia Jordan, a GoldenDoodle, adores the
surrounding gardens of her home.

fire which occurred shortly after the Rays first moved in the original
home. Following this disastrous event, the couple forged ahead to
rebuild their dream home. June acted as architect and designer from
the beginning and created a larger more intricate home, replicating
many of the original elements but expanding and enhancing the
original design.
In June’s redesign of the home, she opted nearly exclusively for
an abundance of floor to ceiling French doors instead of windows.
“I thrive on natural light – I need the light!” Due to the enormous
trees surrounding the setting of the home, the light that pours in is
beautifully filtered without glare.
June’s abundant use of authentically designed French wrought
iron is stunning against the mostly neutral palette of colors. Her
magnificent collection of marble sculptures (very much in the style
of French master crystal artist, Lalique) can be seen throughout
the home. Each guest room and bath is striking and simple with a
breathtaking visual impact. And the view of the gardens from every
window becomes a focal point of each space.
The final result is more than a gorgeous residence for the Rays, but
an authentic atmosphere that is so warm and inviting and ultimately
livable that it defies its own intricate artistry.
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above: In an iron plaque set in to the brick driveway
are the french words interpreted to say “All of our
guests bring us great pleasure, Some when they arrive
and others when they leave.”
above left: the herringbone bricks of “lydia’s
Labyrinth” were hand laid by june and her husband.
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above and
right: The
beautifully
day-lit
kitchen is an
inspiration for
fine cuisine
featuring the
prestige of a
black enamel
Bristish Aga
stove.
left:
designing the
architecture
of the
home, June
incorporated
black
wrought iron
elements
including
the stair
rails to the
“penthouse”
and the unique
shower doors
in several
of the guest
baths.
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opposite page and top: The master bedroom
and each of the guest rooms have a distinctive
flair REMINISCENT OF a lavish bed and breakfast
in the countryside of france.
left and above: the home is appointed
throughout with the magnificent marble
sculptures of artist june ray.
right: this nearly life-sized portrait of June,
by artist Pat Fulmer, sets an intimate tone at
the entrance to the master suite.
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